
What is the Chicmi Online Store?

The Chicmi Online Store is the hottest place to buy from top luxury brands at 

incredible sample prices, directly from our website.

For years Chicmi has been the best kept secret in the fashion industry for finding 

exclusive sales and discovering new exciting brands at sample sale prices.

Now the Chicmi Online Store let you access these from the comfort of your home!

You no longer need to queue for hours, to book your time off work, or to wait in a long 

line to pay. You no longer need to be in New York, London, Paris, Tokyo, LA, Miami or 

any other fashion capital in the world to enjoy the exclusive brand offers. We bring the 

best fashion to you, whenever or wherever you are!



Amazing Brands!

The Chicmi Online Store partners with the hottest brands to bring the biggest and best 

Online Sample Sale events of the year!



Chicmi Family

The Chicmi Online Store was born out of love for our fashion 

community!

We listen, respect and do everything we can to make sure we  

constantly improve our service and the Chicmi Online Store.

Thank you all for using Chicmi, communicating on Chicmi and 

shopping on the Chicmi Online Store - so we can make 

Chicmi the best place to enjoy fashion!



Chicmi Guarantee!

The Chicmi Online Store is operated by Chicmi Ltd – and you buy 

directly from our organisers! Our creative team curate each event 

and only work with luxury and desirable brands to offer amazing 

design and quality. 

We take customer feedback and enquiries very seriously, we aim to 

respond to you within 24hrs. We communicate with brands on your 

behalf to provide answers and make sure you are supported. 

If brands or organisers fall short of the Chicmi customer care 

standard, we will terminate the partnership to protect your interests.



How it Works?

We list upcoming event on Chicmi’s main website before they starts.

You can view the event detail page and press the Register button on the page - we  will 

remind you when the event is due to start, and email you updates regarding products, 

delivery, shipping and payment. You can click share to invite other people, or ask 

questions even before event starts, all on the same page. 

Once the event starts, the campaign page will transform into an online store, just coming 

to the same place and you can enjoy the best fashion deals share your thoughts, gossip 

about the sale all in the comfort of your own home!

Happy Shopping!


